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Main Criteria

Above-average (100 - 80%)

Average (79 - 50%)

Unsatisfactory (49 - 0%)

Comprehension and
response to article
(Thinking/ Inquiry)
-25%--

Student shows clear
understanding of the article and
articulates a thoughtful response.

Student shows some
understanding of parts of the
article but does not express a
personal response.

Student lacks clear
understanding of the article and
may or may not have expressed
a personal response.

Summary for Article
(Knowledge/
Understanding)
--25%--

All main ideas and facts from the
article are included. Summary is
presented objectively and
references to the article are
provided. Author and source are
cited properly.

Most of the main ideas and
facts from the article are
included. Summary is
presented objectively and
references to the article are
provided. Author and source
are cited properly.

Some details from article are
missing. Summary is not
objective OR minimal
referencing to the article is
provided. Author OR source are
not cited properly.

Conclusion (Application)
--20%--

Student clearly demonstrates a
strong working knowledge of
class material relative to the
article. References are made to
the course materials.

Student clearly demonstrates
a working knowledge of class
material relative to the article.
Some references are made to
the course materials.

Student demonstrates some
working knowledge of class
material relative to the article.
Few references are made to the
course materials.

Presentation Add-on

Above-average (100 - 80%)

Average (79 - 50%)

Unsatisfactory (49 - 0%)

Presentation
(Communication)

Student engaged audience in
presentation and highlighted main

Student somewhat engaged
audience in presentation and

Student is not clear about main
points of article.

2
--25%--

points of article.

highlighted most of the main
points of article.

Time Controlling
--5%--

Student presents exactly on time.

Student presents more or less
than a given time within 3
minutes

Student presents over or earlier
than a given time exceed 3
minutes

Paper Add-on

Above-average (100 - 80%)

Average (79 - 50%)

Unsatisfactory (49 - 0%)

Formatting
--5%--

Documents sources using given
formatting accurately and
consistently

Documents sources using
given formatting with minor
mistakes

Reflects incomplete knowledge
of formatting.

Writing Mechanics
--5%--

Writing is clear and concise.
Sentence structure and grammar
are excellent. Correct use of
punctuation. No spelling errors.

Writing is mostly clear and
concise. Sentence structure
and grammar are strong and
mostly correct. Few minor
errors in punctuation and/or
spelling.

Writing lacks clarity or
conciseness. Minor problems
with sentence structure and
some grammatical errors.
Several minor errors in
punctuation and spelling.

Content Structure
--20%--

The organization results in clarity
and presents logically arranged
points

The overall arrangement is
logical but can occasionally
be difficult to follow

Arrangement is less than clear,
or organization is clear but
there are some digressions

Score is calculated as Total Score = Main Criteria (70%) + Add-on Criteria (30%)
-

Presentation Score = Main Criteria (70%) + Presentation add-on (30%)
Paper Score = Main Criteria (70%) + Paper add-on (30%)

